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Hot-electron effects in metals
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When sufficient electrical power P is dissipated in a thin metal film at millikelvin temperatures, the
electrons can be driven far out of thermal equilibrium with the phonons. For uniform power dissipation
in a volume 0 we show that the electrons attain a steady-state temperature T, =(P/XQ+ T~ )' ', where
T is the phonon temperature and X is a parameter involving the electron-phonon coupling. We have
used a sensitive ammeter based on a dc superconducting quantum interference device iSQUID) to mea-

sure the Nyquist current noise in thin films of AuCu as a function of P, and thus inferred T, . We fitted
our data to the theory with the single parameter X, and found good agreement for X=(2.4+0.6) X10'
Wm ' K '. When we increased the volume of the resistor by attaching a thin-film cooling fin, there was

a much smaller increase in T, for a given power dissipation in the resistor, in qualitative agreement with

a simple model for nonuniform heating. We also measured the flux noise in dc SQUIDs at low tempera-

tures, and found that the white noise was limited by heating of the electrons in the resistive shunts of the
Josephson junctions. We were able to reduce these effects substantially by attaching cooling fins to the
shunts.

I. INTRODUCTION

We can regard a thin meta1 film as a thermodynamic
system which is composed of two interacting subsystems,
the electrons and the phonons. If we suppose that the
film is deposited on an insulating substrate, the phonon
subsystem itself can be further subdivided into two parts:
phonons in the metal and phonons in the substrate (see
Fig. I). The electron and phonon subsystems are coupled
together by the electron-phonon interaction in the metal,
and the two phonon subsystems are coupled together by
energy How across the interface between the film and the
substrate. In our thermodynamic description, the
electron-phonon interaction' produces a thermal resis-
tance R, between the electrons and the phonons in the
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FIG. 1. Coupling between thermodynamic subsytems.
Power P dissipated in the electron gas by current I Aows into
phonons via a thermal resistance R,~ mediated by the electron-
phonon interaction and then into the electrically insulating sub-

strate via a Kapitza resistance RIc.

metal while the interface between the film and the sub-
strate produces a Kapitza boundary resistance Rz. By
attaching an external electrical supply to the metal we
can apply power P to the electron system, causing its
temperature to rise until it reaches a steady-state value
such that power P is transferred to the phonons in the
metal. Similarly, the temperature of the phonons in the
metal increases until a power P is transferred to the sub-
strate. If the electron-phonon coupling is weak, the elec-
tron and phonon subsystems attain well-defined, but
different, steady-state temperatures.

At room temperature, the thermal resistance between
the electrons and the phonons in a metal is exceedingly
small, so that only very small temperature differences are
generated at typical power levels. For example, the dissi-

pation of 50 W in a 1 mm volume of Cu at 300 K would

produce an electron-phonon temperature difference of
only about 0.5 nK. Substantially larger temperature
differences between the electrons and phonons would re-
quire so much power that the metal would be vaporized.
Because of the strong effective coupling between the elec-
trons and phonons, nonequilibrium effects in normal met-
als are generally of no significance at ordinary tempera-
tures, except at very high power levels that can be pro-
duced, for example, by short intense laser pulses. On
the other hand, at low temperatures —below say a few
hundred millikelvin —the thermal resistance between the
electrons and phonons is greatly increased, and it is possi-
ble to drive the electrons far out of thermal equilibrium
with the phonons. This 1ow-temperature regime is the
subject of this paper.

In semiconductors, hot-electron effects at room tem-
perature are well known. Because the carrier density is
generally much smaller than in a metal, power is dissipat-
ed in a relatively small number of carriers and their tem-
perature is correspondingly increased to a much greater
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extent. The large carrier density of metals makes their
hot-electron effects small at room temperature. At low
temperatures, hot-electron effects in metals have been
known for many years, since Little first estimated the
magnitude of the effect. The effect was first seen experi-
mentally as a "hot-phonon effect" in experiments on heat
exchangers for dilution refrigerators. " More recently,
Arai established theoretically that an electron gas
achieves a well-defined temperature when it is electrically
heated and that this temperature could be found by
measuring the Nyquist voltage noise. ' Following Arai's
work, Roukes et al. ' use a dc superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) to ineasure the Nyquist
noise in current-biased Cu films at low temperatures.
They observed hot-electron effects in the films and inter-
preted their data in terms of a simple heating model
based on an argument by Anderson, Abrahams, and
Ramakrishnan. ' Subsequently, Wellstood and co-
workers' ' observed that the magnetic Aux noise of dc
SQUID's saturated as the temperature was lowered, and
traced this effect to hot electrons in the thin-film AuCu
alloy resistive shunts of the Josephson junctions. They
also showed that the electron temperature could be
significantly reduced by the addition of an appropriate
cooling fin. Hot-electron effects have also been reported
in weak-localization studies' in thin films where they can
contribute to the electron dephasing time. '

We note that hot-electron effects are particularly
enhanced in thin films because the ratio of the power dis-
sipated per unit volume to the power dissipated per unit
area (that is, 1/d, where d is the film thickness) can be
made large. In addition, we expect the Kapitza resis-
tance to be small for a very thin film at low temperatures,
because the phonon distribution can no longer be con-
sidered to be separate from that in the substrate. To
define a distinct population of phonons in a film of thick-
ness d, we must be able to construct wave packets that in-
clude phonons with wavelengths at least as short as d.
This implies a temperature T ~ Rv, /2k' d, where
v, =5X10 ms ' is the velocity of sound. For a typical
film thickness of 30 nm, we find T~0.6 K. Thus, in the
low-temperature regime below 0.1 K relevant to the
present experiments, there is a negligible thermal phonon
population with such short wavelengths. As a result, the
phonon distribution becomes tied to that in the substrate
and in this sense the usual Kapitza resistance becomes
vanishingly small. In the low-temperature regime studied
in this paper, the bottleneck in the transfer of heat from
the electron gas in the film to the phonons in the sub-
strate is provided by the weak electron-phonon interac-
tion, rather than by a phonon Kapitza resistance at the
film-substrate interface. In this regard, the heat transfer
mechanism in our experiments is quite different from that
studied in thicker films at higher temperatures.

From the above discussion, it is clear that hot-electron
effects in metals are very closely related to the electron-
phonon scattering rate. The literature on electron-
phonon scattering in normal metals is extensive, and has
been reviewed by Gantmakher. ' We note in particular
the theoretical work of Nowak' on bulk Cu and the
theoretical and experimental work of Gantmakher and

Gasparov on bulk Cu and Ag. ' ' ' ' Except in the con-
text of experiments on weak localization, there appears to
have been relatively little work on electron-phonon
scattering rates in disordered bulk metals or thin
films" '4

We begin, in Sec. II, with a theoretical analysis of hot-
electron effects in normal metals, and derive an expres-
sion for the electron temperature in a small volume. In
Secs. III and IV we describe our experiments to observe
hot electrons in thin films at millikelvin temperatures,
and in Sec. V present our results on dc SQUIDs. Section
VI contains some concluding remarks.

II. THEORY OF THE HOT-ELECTRON EFFECT

A. Assumptions

To simplify our calculations of the magnitude of the
hot-electron effect in a normal metal, we make the follow-
ing assumptions.

(i) The electron gas is at a well-defined temperature
T, «T~ which does not depend on position, ' T~ is the
Fermi temperature. In our experiments, T, /TED&10
We note that Arai' has considered a nonthermal distri-
bution of electrons, and concluded that a well-defined
electron distribution does exist at low temperature and
power. The assumption of a position-independent tem-
perature implies uniform power dissipation.

(ii) The phonons are at a well-defined temperature
Tp && 6 D which does not depend on position; 8~ is the
Debye temperature. In our experiments, Tp/8& & 10
In this temperature limit, we can neglect optical phonons
and need only consider acoustic phonons which, at low
energies c. , have a linear dispersion relation c, =A'v, q,
where iri is Planck's constant, v, is the velocity of sound,
and q is the phonon wave vector. Small departures from
a thermal distribution result in only small corrections. '

(iii) The electrons have an isotropic, three-dimensional
(3D) parabolic energy-band structure. Thus, the Fermi
surface is spherical and an electron with wave vector k
has an energy Ek =iri k /2m ', where k =

~
k~ and m ' is

the effective mass of the electron.
(iv) The electron-phonon interaction is represented by

a scalar deformation potential. ' This assumption implies
that only longitudinal phonons couple to the electrons so
that we can neglect transverse phonons.

(v) Umklapp processes' can be neglected.
(vi) The dimensions of the metal are much longer than

the average phonon wavelength. This assumption en-
ables us to treat the allowed phonon states as a 3D con-
tinuum; we reconsider this assumption when we discuss
thin films.

These assumptions enable us to derive a simple, exact
expression for the electron temperature which clearly
shows its dependence on the materials parameters of the
metal. However, we need to consider the applicability of
these assumptions to real materials such as the AuCu al-
loy used in our experiments. At millikelvin temperatures,
the first two assumptions are well justified for virtually a11
metals. Assumption (iii) is a good approximation for al-
kali metals but can be a poor approximation for many
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other metals. For example, in pure Au or Cu, the Fermi
surfaces have necks which join together spheres in a mul-
tiple connected surface. However, in an alloy these
characteristic features are largely washed out by the
short elastic lifetimes of the electrons. By the same to-
ken, (iv} is a poor assumption for pure Au or Cu because
the scattering rate is known to vary strongly with posi-
tion on the Fermi surface. ' ' This variation is predom-
inantly due to the fact that transverse phonon modes can
couple to the electrons in the neck regions. ' Such varia-
tions in the scattering should be averaged out in the alloy,
leaving an isotropic interaction. However, even for the
alloy, this assumption must be regarded only as an ap-
proximation, as more detailed analysis shows that cou-
pling to transverse modes can arise. ' Similarly, (v) is
not valid in pure Au or Cu because umklapp scattering
occurs in the neck region even at very low ternpera-
tures. ' However, it is probably a better approximation
in alloys, again because of the smearing of the Fermi sur-
face. In any case, although umklapp processes are very
important for momentum transfer because of the large
change in wave vector, no such enhancement occurs in
the energy transfer. Thus although our theoretical treat-
rnent could undoubtedly be refined, we believe it is an
adequate approximation for our alloy samples.

B. Calculation of energy loss rate

The physical processes that transfer energy between
the electron and phonon systems are shown in Fig. 2. An
electron with wave vector k and energy Ek emits or ab-
sorbs a phonon of wave vector q and energy c, changing
its energy to Ek. and wave vector to k'=k+q. Since we
have neglected umklapp processes, the wave vectors are
strictly conserved. Using Fermi's golden rule, we write
the rate at which an electron with wave vector k is scat-
tered to k'=k —q with the emission of a phonon as

rkk =(2n/fi)M 5(Ek'Ek eq)[1 f (Ek )][n(q)+1]

(2.1)

where M =(A'q/2pv, Q)(2ez/3) is the square of the ma-

trix element for the deformation potential, '
p and 0 are

the mass density and volume of the metal, c.F is the Fermi
energy, f(E„)is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the
electrons, and n (q) is the Bose-Einstein distribution for
the phonons. The factor (1 f) is the proba—bility that
the final electron state is empty and the factor (n + 1) ac-
counts for the stimulated and spontaneous emission rate
for the phonons. The rate at which the electron 1oses en-
ergy in this transition can be written as:

(b)

FIG. 2. Emission and absorption of phonons of wave vector

q by an electron of wave vector k.

which the electron gas emits energy:

dU~ dU), g
P, = =ff (E„)D,(k)d'k f D~(q)d'q .

(2.3}

Xf Me 5(Ek —Ek —e )

X[1 f(Ek }][—n(q)+1}]D (q)d q . (2.4)

A similar analysis for phonon absorption [Fig. 2(b)] yields
the rate at which the electron gas absorbs energy from
the phonons:

P, = f f (E„)D,(Ek )dE„

Xf M e 5(Ek Ek+e )—

X [1—f(E„)]n(q)D~(q)d'q . (2.5)

The net rate P at which energy is transferred from the
electrons to the phonons can thus be expressed as

P=P, P, =P (T0, ) —P—i(Tp),

where

Po(T, )=f f(Ek)D, (Ek)dEk
0

X M z 1 — Ek.

(2.6)

Here, D, (k) and D (q) are the electron and phonon den-
sities of states, respectively. Inspection of Eq. (2.3) re-
veals that the integrand depends only on the magnitude
of k; for example, assumption (iv} implies that D, (k) de-
pends only on k. Accordingly, we can replace D, (k)d k

by D, (Ek )dEk where D,(E„)is the electronic density of
states with respect to energy. From Eqs. (2.1}—(2.3) we
find

P.=f f(E.) .( k}dEk

dUgI ~ /dt =Eq7gg~
—1 (2.2)

Surnrning over all a11owed phonon wave vectors q and all
the initia1 electron states, we obtain the tota1 rate at and

X5(E„E„e)DI,(q)d'q— —(2.7a)

P, (T~)=f f(Ej, )D, (Ek)dEk f M [1 f(EI,. )]e [5(Ek Ek——e ) —5(Ek E—k +e }}n(q)D+(q)—d q . (2.7b)
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P0 =XQTe (2.8a)

The term P0 describes the rate at which the electron gas
emits energy when the phonon gas is at zero temperature.
The term P& describes the rate at which the phonons
transfer energy to the electron gas when the electron gas
is at zero temperature. While we see immediately from
Eq. (2.7a) that Po does not depend on T, it is less obvi-

ous that P& is independent of T, ; this fact can be demon-
strated explicitly by evaluating Eq. (2.7b). Using assump-
tions (i) —(v) we can evaluate Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) analyti-
cally to find

P
P

(2.13)

Thus, the minimum temperature to which the electrons
can cool, given by setting TP =0, is

difference of the fourth power of the temperatures and
with the area.

Since in the steady state the power deposited in the
electron gas by, for example, a current source must equal
the power transferred to the phonon gas, Eq. (2.12) en-
ables us to obtain T, immediately:

1/5

and T;„=(P /XQ)'i (2.14)

Pi =XQT

where

(2.8b) We note that T;„depends on the power per unit volume,
and that this dependence is quite weak.

X=
2pv

2z D(s )k I'(5)g(5)

27TR Vg UpQ

y=n D(sJ;)ks/3Q . (2.9)

Second, Ghantmakher' has calculated the average
electron-phonon scattering rate appropriate for our as-
sumptions, and finds

1/~=a'T, , (2.10a)

where, rewriting his expression somewhat, we have

6$(3)k~3 2sF

2~@A' v, vF
(2.10b)

We can thus write

X=[6/(5)/Hg(3)]a'y=0. 524a'y . (2.11)

From Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) we obtain the following
simple expression for the net rate at which an electron
gas in a metal transfers energy to the phonons:

P=XQ(T, Tp) . — (2.12)

Here, UF is the Fermi velocity, I (n)
=(n —1)(n —2). . .(1) is the gamma function, g(n) is the
Riemann zeta function, and g(5 ) = 1.037.

The expression for X can be simplified by noting that it
contains factors involving the heat capacity of the elec-
tron gas and the average electron-phonon scattering rate.
First, the electronic heat capacity per unit volume' is

C,~

=y T„where

C. Criteria for observability

Now that we have established the magnitude of the
hot-electron effect, we can discuss the conditions under
which it should be observable. Clearly, we require that
the electron temperature be significantly higher than the
bath temperature. For hot-electron effects to be discerni-
ble, we also require that T, be significantly higher than

TP. Accordingly, we adopt the following somewhat arbi-
trary set of criteria:

(i) T, & 2To, where To is the bath temperature.
(ii) T, —T )T To, that—is, the temperature

dil'erence between the electrons and the phonons should
exceed the temperature difference between the phonons
and the bath, so that the increase in T, is not predom-
inantly due to thermal resistance between the phonon
baths. Needless to say, somewhat different criteria could
be adopted for (i) and (ii) depending upon the precision
with which Tz, T„and To can be measured. The above
conditions are quite conservative, that is, if these condi-
tions are satisfied the effect should be easy to see. We
also require the consistency condition:

(iii) T, )T )To)0.
If we consider a system with a fixed bath temperature

To, conditions (i) —(iii) define a region in the T„Tplane
where the hot-electron effect is observable [see Fig. 3(a)].
For a sample of a given size with a given bath tempera-
ture, there will be a definite functional relationship be-
tween T, and TP. We can find this relationship by noting
that, in the steady state, the electrons transmit power to
the phonons at the same rate as the phonons transmit
power via a Kapitza resistance to the heat bath. We can
write

When T, =T, P vanishes, as it must when the electrons
and phonons are in thermal equilibrium. The volume
dependence arises from the fact that we calculated the
rate for the entire gas, and the total number of electrons
scales with Q. It is interesting to compare our result with
the Stefan-Boltzmann law for the exchange of elec-
tromagnetic radiation between two surfaces. In Eq. (2.12)
the power scales as the difFerence of the fifth power of the
temperatures and with the volume, whereas in the
Stefan-Boltzmann law the power scales with the

P=XQ(T, T)=o A(T T—o), —(2.15a)

+4
' 1/5

0

T4
(2.15b)

where A is the contact area between the sample and the
bath, o = 1/4R~ To, and Rx is the Kapitza resistance of a
unit area (in the limit of small temperature difference) be-
tween the sample and the bath. Rearranging this expres-
sion we can write:
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below 1 K. Decreasing the film thickness to 3 nm would
increase To by an order of magnitude, enabling one to ob-
serve these effects at liquid- He temperatures.

2T0 d
e0. . . I ~ i I

0 To 2To 3To
Tp

(b) 0.20

0.15—

0.05—

p pp
0.00 0.02 0,04 0.06

T (K)

FIG. 3. (a) For fixed bath temperature To, the shaded region
is where the hot-electron efFect is readily observable. Lines a-e
are the relations Tp To Tp T Tp To Tp T T 2TO,
and T, = To, respectively. {b) Solid curves are the predicted T,
vs Tp for AuCu films of different thicknesses at a bath tempera-
ture of 20 mK. From top to bottom, the thicknesses are 3.75,
7.5, 15, 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, and 1920 nm, respectively.
The shaded area shows the region where the hot-electron effect
is readily observable.

Different points along the curve T, (T~) correspond to
different applied power for the same bath temperature. If
the curve passes through the region defined by conditions
(i}—(iii} the hot-electron effect will be readily observable.
Figure 3(b) shows the situation for films of different
thicknesses at bath temperature TO=20 mK, where we

have used representative values of cr and X (see Sec. III}.
We see that for small film thickness, the T, (T~) curve

passes through the region of observability. However, as
the thickness increases the temperature range over which
the effect can be seen becomes smaller. The thickest film

which still gives an observable effect is the one with a
T, ( Tz ) curve which passes through the point T, =2 To,
T~=1.5TO. Substituting this criterion into Eq. (2.15b)
we find

D. Spatial dependence

P =XA,rrdT, =X@'dlou~T, /a (2.18)

where we have used Eq. (2.10a). Consequently, the elec-
tron temperature is given by

In the above analysis, we have assumed that the tem-
perature of the electron gas does not vary with position,
as would be the case, for example, if we uniformly heated
a thin film by passing a current through it. We now con-
sider the effects of a nonuniform heating of the electron
gas. The key concept to recognize is that at low tempera-
tures the electrons travel a relatively large average dis-
tance, I;„=UF ~, before emitting a phonon; ~ ' is the pho-
non emission rate, which may be calculated from Eq.
(2.10). At low temperatures in thin films, the inelastic
scattering length I;„is inuch longer than the elastic mean
free path, Io, so that electrons diffuse through the film

making many elastic collisions before finally emitting a
phonon. For example, for the AuCu alloy films discussed
below we estimate l;„-10m and lo-10 nm at 20 mK,
yielding a difFusion length l& =(lol;„)' —10 mm.

In general, nonuniform heating of the electron gas
greatly complicates the calculation of heating effects.
The essential difficulty is that the electron temperature
need not be well defined. Different regions in the electron
gas can exchange energy by exchanging electrons or via
electron-electron collisions. At low temperatures, the
electron-electron collision length can be relatively long,
so that the electrons within a given small region are gen-
erally not in good thermal contact with each other and a
well-defined temperature need not exist. We do not ad-
dress this complication, but confine ourselves to a
simplified model that is adequate for the present purpose.
We consider a thin film in which heat is generated locally
in some small region (Fig. 4) with dimensions very much
less than I&. The hot electrons diffuse out of this region
over a mean distance lz before they first emit a phonon.
We assume that all the electrons in an effective area

ff STD are at a uniform temperature T„and that
T, »T . In the steady state the power delivered from
the electrons to the phonons is thus

To=0. 166~~ /&& . (2.16)

If we assume the sample is a thin film of thickness d so
that A=Ad, Eq. (2.16) implies that the hot-electron
effect wi11 be readily observable provided that

power
dissipation

metal
film ~

~ hot
electron

To ~0. 166o./Xd . (2.17)

We note that the film thickness is the only extensive pa-
rameter that enters into the observability, and we can ex-
pect to observe hot-electron effects at progressively
higher bath temperatures by reducing d. For representa-
tive values of o and X (see Sec. III) and our typical film

thickness of 30 nm, Eq. (2.17) yields To (0.74 K; thus we

expect the effects to be readily observable at temperatures

FIG. 4. Nonuniform-heating model. The power generated in

a small region of film raises the electron temperature to T,
throughout the shaded area of radius lz (electron diffusion
length). Phonon emission occurs within the shaded area.
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T, =(Pa'/Xmdlou~)' (2.19}

In this model T, no longer scales as P' but rather as
P' . This scaling arises from the strong dependence of
1;„onT, ; as T, increases I;„and thus the effective area

A,N decrease. Clearly for nonlocal heating T, depends
on the size, shape, and dimensionality of the sample —in
this simple picture P-T for X dimensions. The
calculations in Sec. II C correspond to the zero-
dimensional case.

measured. In the superconducting state at temperatures
well below the transition temperature, essentially all the
electrons are paired and the electron thermal conductivi-

ty is vanishingly small. The electrons in the normal met-
a1 are prevented from penetrating into the superconduct-
ing film by Andreev reflection, which reflects as holes
any electrons with energies below the energy gap. Thus,
the small normal-metal region cannot lose heat through
electronic conduction to the leads and can cool only by
emitting phonons.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

To investigate the hot-electron effect experimentally, it
is necessary to address several issues: (i) the effect is most
easily observable in a thin film at millikelvin tempera-
tures, (ii) one must be able to measure T and To or oth-
erwise ensure that increases in T, are not due to simple

heating, and (iii) one must be able to measure T,
In view of (i) and (ii), we have designed our experiment

so that we dissipate electrical power in a thin metal film

deposited on a substrate immersed in liquid He at mi1-

likelvin temperatures. At the relevant temperatures, the
thermal phonon wavelengths are much larger than the
film thickness, and so we expect the phonon temperature
in the film to be the same as that in the substrate. Thus
power P generated in the film raises the temperature of
the substrate slightly above that of the surrounding He
bath, To. We can estimate the temperature of the sub-

strate from the Kapitza heating law in the form

T,„b=(P/Ao+To)' (3.1)

where A is the area of (both sides} of the substrate.
Adopting the value 0 =20 WK m and taking
A =50 mm and TO=20 mK we find the substrate tern-

perature is raised by only 0.3 mK for a power dissipation
of 10 pW. At higher bath temperatures, the temperature
rise is even smaller at this power level. Thus, we shall ap-
proximate the phonon temperature of the film by To,' as
we shall see, the error so involved is negligible on the
scale of the increase in the electron temperature.

We determined the electron temperature T, by using
the fact that the Nyquist noise produced by a resistive
material scales with the temperature of the electrons. '

At millikelvin temperatures, this noise is small and its
measurement requires a very-low-noise amplifier, namely
a dc SQUID. This technique has the advantage that the
measurement of T, is based directly on the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem.

We performed experiments on two types of thin-film
resistors. In the first, the hot electrons were confined to a
relatively sma11 volume in the vicinity of the region in
which energy was dissipated. In the second, a thin-film
"cooling fin" was attached to the resistor, allowing the
hot electrons to diffuse into a much larger volume and re-
ducing the temperature in the region in which dissipation
occurred. We made electrical contact to the small
norma1-metal films by means of superconducting thin
films. It is important to use superconducting wiring be-
cause normal contacts mould introduce additional elec-
trons which would cool the electrons in the resistor being

(a)

10 p,m

(b) AuCu, 90nm

contact

100 pm

(c)
Nb covered
with AuCu

AuCu, 90 nm

AuCu, 36 nm

20 pm

FIG. 5. Configuration of (a) small thin-film resistor, {b) large
thin-film resistor; the dashed region in (b) is shown enlarged in

(c).

A. Sample fabrication

The configurations of the two types of thin-film resis-
tors, 1 and 2, are shown in Fig. 5. Resistor 1 [Fig. 5(a)]
consists of a 36-nm-thick Au (25 wt%) Cu film evaporat-
ed on an oxidized silicon chip with an underlayer of 2.5
nm of Cr to ensure good adhesion. The films were lifted
off to leave a 20X30 pm rectangle. After cleaning the
chip in detergent, we sputtered a 200-nm-thick film of Nb
and patterned it with plasma etching to leave an approxi-
mately 2-pm-wide gap that defines the length of the
AuCu resistor. The measured resistance between the Nb
electrodes, 0.26 0, was independent of temperature be-
tween 4.2 K and 20 mK and consistent with the resistivi-
ty and dimensions of the AuCu film. The lack of any
temperature dependence strongly suggests that the prox-
imity effect between the Nb and AuCu films was negli-
gible. At 20 mK, we estimate the pair decay length in
the AuCu, gz=(fivFlo/6nk&T)'i, should be about 0.7
pm for an elastic electron mean free path Io of 20 nm.
Since gz is comparable with the length of the resistor, the
lack of any temperature dependence of the resistance im-

plies that the pair amplitude in the AuCu was extremely
weak. There are two possible causes for the apparent lack
of a proximity effect: first, apart from a degreasing step,
we made no attempt to clean the surface of the AuCu be-
fore depositing the Nb, so that there was very likely a
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thin layer of contamination or oxide between the two
metals. This would weaken the diffusion of pairs into the
metal, leading to a suppression of the pair wave function
at the metal side of the interface. Second, the Cr under-
layer was presumably at least partially oxidized to fer-
romagnetic Cr203, providing a magnetic underlayer that
would suppress superconductivity in the AuCu film. In
our analysis of the data, although the dissipation occurs
only in the 2-pm gap between the Nb electrodes, we as-
sume that the hot electrons are distributed uniformly
throughout the entire AuCu film.

Resistor 2 was fabricated with a large cooling fin in an
attempt to reduce the temperature of the electrons in the
volume in which dissipation occurred [see Figs. 5(b) and
5(c)]. To make this sample, we first deposited a 36-nm-
thick AuCu film on an oxidized Si wafer and used photo-
lithography and liftoff to pattern it into a 42X30 pm
rectangle. We then deposited and etched a 200-nm-thick
Nb film to form 60-pm-wide contact electrodes which
overlapped most of the rectangle, apart from a 7-pm gap.
The sample was cleaned with an argon ion mill, and
transferred to another vacuum chamber where a 90-nm-
thick film of AuCu was deposited through a 1.4-nm-diam
hole in a shadow mask centered on the gap between the
Nb electrodes As .is evident from Fig. 5(c), the Nb con-
tact lines had a somewhat complicated shape which al-
lowed current to flow in an extended region around the
7-pm electrode gap. The measured resistance of the sam-

ple at low temperatures, 0.076 0, was reasonable con-
sistent with that expected from the total thickness of
AuCu between the ends of the Nb electrodes.

B. Measurement configuration

The measurement configuration"' is shown in Fig. 6.
A square-washer dc SQUID was flux modulated at 500
kHz and operated in a conventional flux-locked loop in
which the magnetic flux in the SQUID was maintained at
a constant value. The 20-turn input coil of the SQUID
had a self-inductance L; of about 120 nH and a mutual
inductance M, to the SQUID of about 6 nH. The input
coil was coupled to a bias resistance Ro of 0.072 0, the
thin-film sample of resistance R (0.26 or 0.076 0), and a
wire-wound superconducting inductor Lo of about 10
pH. The purpose of the inductor was to prevent high-
frequency signals and noise from the SQUID from reach-

feedback
system

1Rt$ Vc(t)

t~

microwave
4.2K

rf filters

FIG. 6. Feedback circuit for measuring noise in resistor R.
Components within the dashed line are cooled by a dilution re-

frigerator.

ing the sample; the roll-off frequencies for the high and
low values of R were about 5 and 2 kHz, respectively.
The resistor Ro consisted of a 10-mm length of 100-JMm-

diameter Manganin wire. The resistor Ro allowed us to
apply bias voltage to the sample R, while providing a
low-impedance path for noise currents generated by R to
flow through the input coil L, .

The low-temperature part of the experiment, enclosed
in the dashed box in Fig. 6, was mounted in the experi-
mental cell shown in Fig. 7. The sample and SQUID
were attached to insulating supports which were bolted
to a mount machined from a solid Nb rod. To shield
against external magnetic interference, the mount was en-
closed in a Nb tube which was open at one end. The tube
was mounted rigidly in a Teflon sleeve that was surround-
ed in turn by an oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC)
Cu can bolted to a stainless-steel flange with an In 0-ring
vacuum seal. Wires were brought out to a vacuum-tight
electrical connector. Not shown in Fig. 7 is a capillary
which was used to fill the cell with liquid He, thereby
ensuring that the interior was cooled. The top of the Cu
can was attached via a screw thread to the mixing
chamber of a dilution refrigerator and maintained good
thermal contact. The temperatures of the mixing
chamber and Cu can were measured with a combination
of carbon and germanium thermometers.

The vacuum circuit components were attached to fiber-

glass or phenolic mounts that fitted rigidly into the Nb
cell. The thin-film resistor was contained in the upper
compartment (see Fig. 7), and the inductor Lo in the
compartment below. The SQUID and Ro were in the
next compartment, just above the output transformer.
Wires between compartments were run in narrow chan-
nels. Thus each segment of the circuit was magnetically
isolated from the others, and the entire cell provided a
high degree of electrical and magnetic isolation from en-

vironmental noise. The current for the sample was pro-
vided by a battery-powered supply and was passed
through low-pass 4.2-K microwave and radiofrequency
filters to prevent high-frequency electrical power from
reaching the sample. The dilution refrigerator was en-

mixing
chamber -~&&'&,~P.~+ i~zi, '

M-12 thread --. p Yy/g~

Cu can p /////(

= resistor
compartment

tube -——--—
Nb rod' , ==~~ „w-indoctor

compartment

electrical - SQUID
connector compartment

~l I I I I I I~ teflon filler

wiring I.':] I —:=,"; r~~-==I . brass
conduit::: :'-:-:-'",q~=-=:; ==~,, clamp

ln 0-nng

~stainless
steel end
flange

FIG. 7. Experimental cell.
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closed in a screened room and the Dewar surrounded by
a concentric p-metal shield that reduced the ambient
magnetic field to below 1 pT.

The measurement procedure was as follows. We first
filled the cell with liquid helium and stabilized the tem-
perature of the mixing chamber at a predetermined value.
We then biased the SQUID, applied a fixed level of
current to the input resistor, and locked the feedback
loop. The output Vo(t} of the SQUID feedback electron-
ics is proportional to the flux coupled into the SQUID.
Since any current which flows through the sample must
also flow through L, and produce a flux in the SQUID,
the feedback-loop output is also proportional to the
current flowing through the sample resistor. The output
from the feedback electronics was amplified and coupled
into a spectrum analyzer, giving us a spectrum of the flux
noise in the SQUID, or, equivalently, the current noise
flowing through L;. We obtained noise spectra by
averaging the spectra from 256 individual time records,
and stored the resulting data on a personal computer for
later analysis.

C. Data analysis

The spectral density of the flux noise was measured
from 1 Hz to 25 kHz. In our analysis, we excluded data
below 10 Hz because the low-frequency noise from the
SQUID became nonnegligible, and we excluded frequen-
cies above 15 kHz because the noise and gain of the feed-
back loop began to differ from the low-frequency value.
The spectra usually exhibited sharp lines due to micro-
phonics and pickup of 60 Hz and its harmonics; data
from frequencies in the neighborhood of these lines were
also excluded from the analysis. The remaining spectrum
contained contributions from four sources:

(i) The SQUID and its readout electronics, which
had a flux-noise power spectrum of the form
So(f)+ A(T)/f . Here, So(f) is the white noise of the
electronics, and the second term describes the low-
frequency flux noise of the SQUID, which was mea-
sured in separate experiments. Typically, at f= 1 Hz and
at low temperatures, So(f) =6p@o Hz ', whereas
& (T)/f =9It,@0 Hz ', so that the 1/f ~3 noise from
the SQUID made a relatively small contribution to the
amplifier noise above a few Hz.

(ii) Noise produced by Nyquist current noise from R at
temperature T, .

(iii) Noise produced by Nyquist current noise from Ro
at temperature To (see discussion below}.

(iv) Noise from the current supply used to bias the
sample, which was white over the measured frequency
range and of known current-noise power spectral density
S,(f). This term was typically 10%%uo or less of the total
noise power.

The last three current-noise sources produced a Lorentzi-
an flux-noise power spectrum in the SQUID with a knee
frequency fk =(R +Ro)/2'(L;+Lo). Thus the flux
noise from all four sources has a spectral density of the
form

S (f)=S (f)+ +f2/3 1+(f/f )2
(3.2}

and

S„''(f) =4ks To/(R+Ro) (P =0), (3.3)

Sg'(f)=4ks(T, R+TORO)/(R+Ro) (PAO) . (3.4)

Solving for T, we find

S' '( ) Ro
T, =TO 1+

Sg (f) R
Ro
R

(3.5}

Given the measured values of To, R, and Ro, we use
Sz' '(f} as a check on the overall calibration of the sys-
tem. We determine the ratio Ro/R by measuring the
fraction of the current I that flows through the input coil
of the SQUID (see Fig. 5). Thus, our measurement of T,

where M; is the mutual inductance between the SQUID
and the input coil, q is a known coupling coefficient
which determines the fraction of the bias current which
passes through R rather than Ro, and S„(f)is the spec-
tral density of the Nyquist current noise from R and Ro.
Once we had measured S@(f),we analyzed the resulting
data by varying So(f), M, (Stt + r) S& ) and fk to produce
the best y fit. We then subtracted the known value of
M; ri S, to leave Ss (f). The fitting procedure yields esti-
mates of Ss(f) accurate to about +1%. The fit for fk is
accurate to about +10%, but fortunately errors in fk
produce only second-order errors in the estimate of
Ss(f). At low temperatures and with no power dissipat-
ed in R and Ro, the white noise from the SQUID is com-
parable to the Nyquist noise in R and R„,while the
1/f noise is comparable at about 3 Hz. At the higher
levels of dissipation in the input circuit, the SQUID noise
becomes negligible.

Our analysis yields the Nyquist noise from R and Ro,
and to proceed further we have to know the electron tem-
perature of the latter. By choosing the volume of the
Manganin wire to be large (8 X 10 " m ), we make the
electron temperature very close to the phonon tempera-
ture: taking the value X=2X10 Wm K found by
Roukes et al. ' for pure Cu, a power dissipation of 10
pW, and T =20 mK, we find from Eq. (2.13)
T, —Tz &0. 1 mK. Furthermore, the surface area of the
Manganin is sufficiently large, about 3 mm, that the pho-
non temperature is close to the bath temperature. Under
the conservative assumption that the Manganin loses en-
ergy only to the He bath, from Eq. (3.1) at a power dissi-
pation of 10 pW we find T~

—To &4 mK. As we shall
see, this increase in the phonon temperature is very small
compared to the increase in the electron temperature of
the thin films at comparable power levels, and for simpli-
city we set T~ = To. Thus, in our analysis, we make the
approximation that the electrons in Ro are at tempera-
ture To.

Under this assumption, the Nyquist noise current in
the input circuit in the white-noise region f(fk has the
following spectral densities for no power and power P
dissipated in R:
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involves a knowledge of To and the ratios Sg'(f)lS& '(f)
and Ro/R

The power dissipated in R is given by

P=I (ROR)l(R+Ro)2 . (3.6)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THIN FILMS

A. Resistor 1

Figure 8 shows the measured electron temperature T,
vs power dissipated at bath temperatures of 25 and 105
mK. At the lower bath temperature, we see that T, is
equal to the bath temperature for low levels of dissipa-
tion, crossing over to a power-law behavior at about 10
pW. At a bath temperature of 105 mK, the onset of ob-
servable heating effects is delayed to a higher power,
about 0.1 pW, above which T, tends asymptotically to
the data for the lower bath temperature. This behavior is
as expected from Eq. (2.13), which implies that
T, =(P jXQ }'~ for T, )&T .

The electron temperature can be fitted to a power law
of the form

T, =(P/XQ+To)'i" . (4.1)

The solid curve in Fig. 8 shows a g fit to the data at the
25-mK bath temperature. We note that the prediction
for T, mimics the abrupt crossover in the data from Tp
to the hot-electron regime. The fit is good and yields
X=(2.4+0.6}X10 Wm K and n =4.87+0.05. The
uncertainty in the value of X is dominated by the uncer-
tainty in To. an error of 5% in To translates into an er-
ror of 55% in X. The value of n is about 2—,

' standard de-

viations from the value of 5 predicted in Sec. II and is
thus reasonably consistent with the hot-electron theory.
One can rule out the value 4 that would result from a
theory in which the electrons and phonons are at the
same temperature and the phonon escape is limited by
Kapitza resistance. To confirm the failure of the simple
heating model, in Fig. 8 we have also plotted the result of

calculating T, assuming that the electrons and phonons
are at the same temperature and the phonons escape to
the substrate via a Kapitza resistance [Eq. (3.1)]. The re-
sulting dashed line has a slope at high power levels corre-
sponding to n=4. We see that the crossover from
T, =T0 to the heating regime occurs at about 10 ' pW,
about two orders of magnitude above the observed cross-
over power. The large discrepancies between the data
and the predictions in both the crossover power and the
slope above this region argue strongly against the validity
of the simple Kapitza heating model.

Our value of X is close to the value we infer
from the work of Roukes et al. ' on Cu films, 1.8X10
Wm K . By comparison, from the results of Ander-
son and Peterson" on bulk Cu, we infer X=1.0X10
W m K . From the electron-phonon scattering rate
measurements of Gantmakher and Gasparov on pure
Cu, we can infer values of X ranging from (0.1 —1.1)
X10 Wm K, where the higher rates are at the
necks of the Fermi surface. Using the simple model
presented in Sec. II, from Eqs. (2.10b) and (2.11) we pre-
dict that 2=10 Wm K for Cu, Ag, or Au. The
fact that our model calculation for X is lower than most
of the experimental results is possibly due to our assump-
tion of a free-electron model and our neglect of the trans-
verse phonon modes. The inclusion of both effects could
significantly increase the electron-scattering rate and
hence X.

B. Resistor 2

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the
effects of a large thin-film cooling fin attached to the
small resistor in which power was being dissipated. In
this situation, because the dimensions of the resistor are
much less than Id, hot electrons diffuse into the fin and

virtually all the power transfer occurs in the large fins.
This configuration is thus close to that considered in our
effective-area model in Sec. II D. The measured values of
T, are plotted vs power in Fig. 9 for bath temperatures of
25 mK together with the values for resistor 1. We see

10

~ 105 rnK
o25 mK

10

10 ~gyral 10

go &

10 10 10 10 10
P (pW)

FIG. 8. Measured electron temperature T, vs dissipated
power for resistor 1 at two bath temperatures. The solid line is
the fit of Eq. (4.1) to 25-mK data with n =4.87. The dashed line
is the "simple heating model. "

I

10
1 04 1 02 1 00 1 02 1 P

P (pW)

FIG. 9. Measured electron temperature T, vs dissipated

power for resistors 1 and 2 at bath temperature of 25 mK. The
solid line is the At of Eq. (4.1); the dashed line is to guide the

eye.
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small-signal amplifier, smaller values of s„corresponding
to a more sensitive amplifier. For our SQUIDs, and most
other low T,-SQUIDs, the white flux noise originates
from Nyquist noise in the normal-metal film resistors
connected across the Josephson tunnel junctions to elimi-
nate hysteresis from the current-voltage (I-V) charac-
teristic. The SQUID is a nonlinear device, and the volt-
age noise across it at frequencies well below the Joseph-
son frequency fz is greater than the Nyquist value, be-
cause additional noise is mixed down from frequencies
near fz. Numerical simulations predict

q
0-2

100 102 104 106 108
P/0 (w/m )

FIG. 10. Measured electron temperature T, vs power per
unit volume for resistors R1 and R2 at 25 mK. Dashed lines
are guides to the eye.

that the cooling efFect of the fin is enormous: compared to
resistor 1 at 25 mK, resistor 2 must dissipate almost five
orders of power more to increase T, measurably above
the bath temperature. Moreover, the slope for resistor 2
in the heating regime is markedly different, correspond-
ing to n =2.7. Although this power is higher than the
value of 2 given by our model in Sec. II, given the crude-
ness of the model this discrepancy is perhaps not surpris-
ing. The value of 2.7 is obviously much less than the
value of 5 given by the uniform-heating model in Sec. II B
and the value of 4 given by the picture in which electrons
and phonons are at the same temperature and the pho-
nons escape to the substrate via a Kapitza resistance.

We make a further comparison of the two resistors in
Fig. 10, where we plot T, vs P/Q, . In each case, we have
used a value for 0 corresponding to the entire volume of
AuCu film. We see that the value of P/0 at which
significant heating sets in, about 30 Wm, is roughly
the same in both cases. This result is expected if we as-
sume that both resistors are in the zero-dimensional limit
(Sec. II B). Since we estimate the electron inelastic mean
free path I;„to be about 5 mm at 25 mK, this assumption
is reasonable. However, as the power and thus the tern-
perature increase, I;„decreases and the ejgctiue area of
the cooling fin of resistor 2 is reduced. As a result, T, in-
creases more rapidly for resistor 2 than for resistor 1 as
the dissipation increases.

This result for resistor 2 demonstrates the dramatic
effect the cooling-fin volume has in reducing the electron
temperature for a given power dissipation. In Sec. V, we
apply this result to a dc SQUID to reduce the effective
electron temperature of the shunt resistors.

V. HOT-ELECl'RON EI'I i;CTS IN dc SQUIDS

The intrinsic white-noise energy sensitivity of the dc
SQUID is given by E,(f)=Sz,(f)/2L, where S~(f) is
the spectral density of the flux noise in the SQUID and L
is the inductance of the SQUID loop. The energy sensi-
tivity characterizes the performance of the SQUID as a

s„(f)=(9+1)ka TL/R (5.1)

for PL =2LIO/40=1 and P, =2nIOR C/@0(1 (Io, R,
and C are the critical current, shunt resistance, and ca-
pacitance of each junction, and 40=h/2e is the flux
quantum). Since the noise is produced by Nyquist noise
in the resistive shunts, it is clear that the temperature T
should be replaced by T„the temperature of the elec-
trons in the shunts. Thus, in the thermal limit, one ex-
pects s„(f) to scale with T, . If T„L,and C are reduced
sufficient, quantum effects should take over and the
noise energy is expected to flatten off at a value of ap-
proximately R. However, much of the current biasing the
SQUID flows through the shunt resistances, and, as one
reduces the temperature into the millikelvin range, hot-
electron effects become increasingly important. Thus the
noise energy may well flatten out at a value substantially
above A', the quantum limit. In this section we demon-
strate such effects in SQUIDs, and show that they can be
significantly reduced by attaching cooling fins to the
shunts.

A. Experimental procedures

All of the SQUIDs (shown in Fig. 11) were fabricated
on oxidized Si wafers and had Au (25 wt%) Cu resistive
shunts with a 2.5-nm Cr underlayer 200-nm thick. After
patterning the shunts, we deposited and patterned Nb
base electrodes which were covered with a 400-nm layer
of SiO in which two 2X2-pm windows were opened to
form the tunnel junctions. After using an Ar (5 vol%)
02 plasma to grow a native oxide barrier on the Nb, we
evaporated a 200-)Mm-thick Pb (5 wt%) In counterelec-
trode to complete the Josephson tunnel junctions. The
estimated inductance of the SQUID loop was 0.5 nH, and
the shunt resistance of each junction was 6 O.

In the case of SQUIDs Dl and D2 [Fig. 11(a)], the
AuCu shunts were 30-nm thick with combined area and
volume listed in Table I. For SQUID M 1 each shunt was
extended to form a large, 400X400-pm cooling fin [Fig.
11(b)]. In the case of M2, we increased the volume of
these fins by depositing and lifting off an additional 900
nm of CuAu while leaving the shunt thickness at 30 nm.
Each fin was covered with about 400 nm of SiO followed
by about 200 nm of PbIn. The purpose of the PbIn was
to screen Nyquist noise currents in the fins that, particu-
larly in the case of the thicker fins, might produce a
significant flux noise in the SQUID. The total volume
and area of AuCu are listed in Table I. Thus, the volume
of AuCu in M1 was about 160 times that in D1 and D2,
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determined by turning off the bias current in the test
SQUID and subtracting the Lorentzian power spectrum
produced by Nyquist noise in Ro from the measured
noise power. When the test SQUID was biased at the
operating point, the noise from RO was negligible. We
used a least-squares analysis to Gt the measured noise
power spectrum of the test SQUID to the functional form
fSi(f)+A/f ], where Sl(f) is the spectral density of
the white-noise current from the SQUID and A and a
are constants. From SI(f) we computed
s„(f)=Sr(f)/2L(dI/d4) using the measured values of
dI/d4

Pbln B. Results for SQUIDs with small shuuts

d8

Nb AuCu
cooling

fin

FIG. 11. Configuration of dc SQUIDs, (a) For Dl and D2
with detail of shunt shown in (b), (c) detail of shunt and cooling
fin for M1 and M2.

and the volume in M2 about 30 times that in M1.
We measured the noise using the circuit of Fig. 6 with

each SQUID, in turn, substituted for the resistor R in the
upper chamber of Fig. 7; in the case of M2, we used a
measuring SQUID with a 50-turn input coil. In this
configuration, since R &(Ro, the measured SQUID is
essentially voltage biased; variations in flux 4 in the
SQUID produce changes in the current I passing through
the SQUID. Thus the measuring SQUID detects changes
in the current passing through the measured SQUID.
We passed a current (filtered at 4.2 K) through an addi-
tional coil coupled to the SQUID to provide an appropri-
ate flux bias. The SQUID was biased at a flux
4=(m+ —,')4o (m is an integer) where the transfer func-

tion dI /d 4 is close to a maximum. We adjusted the bias
current I until the white noise was a minimum: typically
this occurred close to the bias point that maximized the
transfer coefficient. We measured the noise generated by
the SQUID over the bandwidth 16—20 kHz where the ex-
cess low-frequency noise was relatively small (typically
the excess low-frequency noise from the SQUID in this
frequency range was about equal to the white noise from
the SQUID at the lowest temperatures). This frequency
range was well below the roll-off frequency of the input
circuit, typically =50 kHz. We subtracted out the noise
of the measuring SQUID and its electronics, which we

Figure 12 shows measured values of c.„vsbath temper-
ature for SQUID's Dl and D2. As the temperature is
lowered from 4.2 K, c, scales with TO as expected from
Eq. (5.1). Below about 150 mK, however, the noise ener-

gy abruptly flattens out as To is further reduced. For
SQUID D2 at a bath temperature of 22 mK, the noise en-
ergy was about 14%, corresponding to an effective temper-
ature of about 150 mK. This noise energy is substantially
higher than the value of about 2.2A predicted from the
extrapolation of the data above 150 mK (see Table I).
Similar results are listed for SQUID D l.

The flattening of c, as the temperature is lowered
occurs at a much higher value than that predicted for
quantum-mechanical e8'ects, so this can be ruled out as
a mechanism. An alternative possible mechanism by
which e„could flatten as To is lowered is the existence of
an external noise source, for example, in the biasing flux
or current. Such a source would be independent of To
and uncorrelated with the intrinsic SQUID noise. In this
case, c, would have the functional form

~v ao +60 TO (5.2)

where ao and bo are temperature-independent
coefficients. The dashed line in Fig. 12 shows the
behavior predicted by Eq. (5.2), where we have obtained
ao and bo from the high- and low-temperature asymptot-
ic behavior of the data, respectively. We see that Eq.
(5.2) predicts a smooth crossover between the high- and
low-temperature regimes that is distinctly different from
the abrupt crossover of the data.

Although the data are inconsistent with both quantum
effects and external noise, they are entirely consistent
with the hot-electron effect. In this case, T, is given by
Eq. (2.13). In Fig. 12, we have also plotted the predicted
dependence of c„vsTo using the measured values of P
and 0 and the value of X determined in Sec. IU, together

TABLE I. Parameters of four dc SQUIDs.

Device A

(pm )

P P/0
(p%') (%' m )

P/A
PVm )

Tmin

(mK)

D1
D2
M1
M2

29
29

4.6x10'
140x10'

960
960
0.15x 10'
0 15x10

1.1
1.1
1.2
4.0

5.0
3.5
4.5
5.0

5.4
3.8
5.4

20.0

1.9X 10
1.3 X 10
1.2x10'
1.4x 10'

5.6x 10-'
4.0x 10-'
3.5 X 10
1.3 x 10

151
140
55
36

13+2
13+2
5+1
5+1
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FIG. 12. Flux-noise energy c„vsbath temperature To for
SQUIDs Dl and D2. The solid line is the prediction of Eq. (5.1)
with T given by Eq. (2.13). The dashed line is the prediction of
Eq. (5.2).

FIG. 13. Flux-noise energy c„vsbath temperature To for
four SQUIDs. The solid line is the prediction of Eq. (5.2) with
T, =TO, the dashed line is the prediction of Eq. (5.1) for
SQUIDs Dl and D2 with T, given by Eq. (2.13).

with Eq. (5.1). The agreement of the prediction with the
data is excellent, given that we have used no fitting pa-
rameters. Our estimates of T;„=(P/XQ)' are listed
in Table I for SQUID s Dl and D2, together with the
values obtained by direct measurement. The predictions
and measured values of T;„arealso in good agreement.
We conclude that the noise energy of the two SQUIDs at
low temperatures was limited by hot electrons in the
shunt resistors.

C. Results for SQUIDs with cooling fins

We turn now to the results from SQUIDs Ml and M2
which had large cooling fins attached to the shunt resis-
tors. We chose the configurations of the fins to have a
negligible effect on the resistance of the shunts while pro-
viding a large volume into which hot electrons could
diffuse. The measured values of the intrinsic energy sen-
sitivity s„for these two SQUIDs are plotted in Fig. 13,
together with the data from SQUIDs Dl and D2. The
scatter in the data at low temperatures is higher than at
high temperatures because the excess low-frequency noise
in the SQUIDs and the noise in the measuring system
make a relatively larger contribution. The solid line in
Fig. 13 is from the theoretical prediction given by Eq.
(5.2), with the SQUID inductance L =0.5 nH, SQUID
resistance R =6 0, and T=T0 the bath temperature.
We see that the noise energy for the type-M SQUIDs be-
gins to fiatten ofF at about 70 mK, falling to about 4' at
the lowest temperatures. The low-temperature values of
s, for the M-SQUIDs correspond to effective tempera-
tures of 50+10 mK which are consistent with our esti-
mates from (P/XQ)'~ (see Table I). We note that the
measured values of c„tend to fall somewhat as To is
lowered from 60 to 20 mK. This may be due to the in-
crease in the electronic inelastic diffusion length (about
2.5 mm at 50 mK) as Tz is lowered, thereby causing the
effective volume of the fins to increase slightly.

We note that the limiting noise energy of SQUID M2
was not significantly better than that of SQUID Ml,
despite the fact that 0 was larger by a factor of 30, and
thus one might have expected T;„to be lower by a fac-
tor of about 2. However, the electron temperature is
determined by the power per unit volume, so that a 30-
fold increase in volume reduces the temperature by a fac-
tor of 2 provided that the power is the same. In fact, we
were forced to operate device M2 at a higher bias
current, and thus at a higher power, than the other de-
vices (see Table I) because there was resonant structure
on the I-V characteristic at low temperatures. This struc-
ture is associated with microwave resonances in the
SQUID circuit and leads to substantial increases in noise
if the device is operated on this region of the I-V charac-
teristic. The structure tends to be enhanced as P, is in-
creased; the value of P, for SQUID M2 was somewhat
higher than usual, about 0.3. As a result, the value of
P/0 for SQUID M2 was only a factor of 9 lower than
for M1, and we predict T;„to be smaller by a factor of
only 1.5. Given the scatter in the low-temperature data in
Fig. 13, this factor is not significant.

We conclude that the addition of large cooling fins to
the resistive shunts of our SQUIDs enable us to improve
the noise energy by a factor of about 3 at the lowest bath
temperatures, about 20 mK. In both configurations, the
noise was limited by hot-electron effects in the shunt
resistors. We note that it is difBcult to increase the
effective area of the cooling fins further since their width
is already comparable with the thermal diffusion length.
In any case, given that T, scales as 0 '~, an order of
magnitude increase in linear dimension, from 0.4 to 4
mm, would reduce T, by a factor of only 2.5. On the oth-
er hand, it is realistic to try to improve the performance
somewhat by using thicker fins: had we been able to
operate SQUID M2 (with 900-nm-thick fins) at the more
typical power of 5 rather than 20 pW, the estimated value
of T, =(P/XQ)'~ would have been about 27 mK, and
the noise energy about 2'.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that when power P is uniformly
dissipated in a thin metal film at low temperatures,
the temperature of the electron gas increases to
T, =(P/XQ+ T )' . From measurements on AuCu
thin films we deduced X=(2.4+0.6)X10 Wm K
an order of magnitude larger than the value estimated
from a* and y, about 10 Wm K . An extension of
the theory to take into account departures from the free-
electron model and to include transverse phonons and
umklapp scattering might well resolve or at least reduce
this discrepancy. When we attached a cooling fin to the
resistor the increase in T, for a given power dissipation in
the resistor was greatly reduced, and T, scaled approxi-
mately as P', in qualitative agreement with a simple
effective-area model. However, it is clear that a more de-
tailed theory for the case of nonuniform dissipation —for
example, taking into account electron cooling via
electron-electron collision —is very much needed. In our
experiments on dc SQUIDs, we showed that dissipation
in the shunt resistors caused the electron temperature to
level off at about 150 mK, a value that was remarkably
well predicted from our earlier measurements on thin
films. We were able to reduce this temperature and thus
improve the flux noise energy by a factor of about 3 by
incorporating cooling fins into our SQUIDs

These hot-electron effects have significant implications
for metallic, thin-film devices at low temperatures, partic-
ularly as the dimensions are reduced. We have already
seen that the performance of dc SQUIDs can be seriously
limited by hot electrons. Thus, to achieve improvements
in performance by lowering the temperature below about
0.1 K, one should design the device to operate at the

lowest possible power —a criterion not hitherto discussed
in the optimization of SQUIDs. Furthermore, one
should provide metal heat sinks with the largest possible
volume to minimize the electron temperature in the
shunts in which the power is dissipated. It should also be
noted that the energy sensitivity of a SQUID may level
off at a low temperature because of electron heating, thus
masking any manifestation of quantum noise.

Hot-electron effects are also to be expected in other
normal-metal devices at low temperatures, for example,
single-electron transistors and other Coulomb-blockade
devices, and may well impose constraints on their
performance. Although the power dissipation in these
devices is generally quite low, of order 1 pW, we em-
phasize that it is the power per unit volume which is im-
portant. The small size of many of these structures and
the weak dependence of the temperature on the power
virtually ensure that the electron heating will be
significant. Also, we expect heating effects to be substan-
tial in ultrathin films, where the volume-to-surface ratio
is small. We hope that the ideas presented in this paper
will provide some guidance in the design of thin-metal-
film devices intended for operation at millikelvin temper-
atures.
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